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Making a Difference, One Documentary at a Time

When you hear about someone who moved to and throughout the United States and Canada from
Seoul, South Korea all before she was 19-years-old, you might think you’d find a socially
limited, shy teenager. In JiJi Lee, you’d find the exact opposite. Despite changing schools
multiple times and moving from South Korea to the United States and Canada, Lee is
anything but a shy teenager. She is a force of nature that took on promoting cultural change for
Asian American students and educating her small Catholic high school in New Milford, CN.

At Canterbury School, a boarding high school, where she spent most of her high school
education,. she noticed a heavy of Asian-American students. The lack of student awareness and
education on Asian-American culture and history inspired Lee to dive deeper into the subject.

It started when she wrote a research paper on Asian-Americans living as  minorities and how
“detrimental” it can be to their mental health. Lee received praise for her paper, affording her a
win in a competition.

“So I [thought], ‘okay, I can actually do something with this,’” Lee recalled, sparking her
passion to fight for racial equity for Asian Americans

From there, Lee  decided to create Asian-American Heritage Month at her high school. She
wanted to show documentaries at assemblies to teach the student body about Asian-American
culture, but she couldn’t find anything on the Internet -- so she decided to write and produce her
own documentary.

“It’s so crazy now that I think about it. Like what was I thinking?” Lee said with a chuckle. The
process was not an easy one and Lee described the backlash she received from the school for her
documentary. They said it “exposed” them because Lee had  filmed some part of the campus
from the points-of-view of Asian-American students.

Giselle Bradshaw, a friend of Lee’s from high school, said having it partially filmed at school
made it “personal for the community.”

“We went to a relatively small school so people think they have you all figured out, and I think
her documentary made students more mindful and it changed the way we saw each other,” said
Bradshaw, who was a year below Lee in school. .

Beckett Reynolds, another one of Lee’s classmates from Canterbury, said he did notice, “a more
gradual acceptance of Asian-American students into the community.” Reynolds says he wishes
they were closer friends before the pandemic, so he could have helped her efforts. Reynolds and
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his family took Lee in when the Coronavirus pandemic hit. She stayed with them for about two
weeks, sparking the two’s friendship.

Lee, who now serves as a student senator for Womxn Color at NYU, said the criticism she
received from her school was a personal breakthrough for her and when she decided she might
go to law school.

“When I realized that law is systematically used to oppress people who can’t afford to fight back,
that’s how I decided, maybe I should go to law school,” Lee said. “Not because I want to, like,
make money but because I want to help people.”
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